Abstract. In many systems there is a significant coupling between the local structure and other properties of the system such as magnetism, electrical and thermal transport, metal/insulator transitions etc. In such materials, a detailed temperaturedependent study of the width of the Pair Distribution Function (PDF), σ , can separate different contributions and provide a connection between the observed macroscopic observations and the underlying atomic interactions that produce them. The usual model for simple systems is that the T-dependence of σ 2 is described by an Einstein or Correlated Debye model, with one characteristic temperature for the system; in such models σ 2 (T) increases smoothly with T and has a slowly increasing slope. However that is not always the case: in structures with large unit cells containing several types of atoms, some atoms in the crystal can have a low Einstein temperature while others have a very high correlated Debye temperature as observed in a number of thermoelectric systems (skutterudites and clathrates). In others systems such as the negative thermal expansion material ZrW 2 O 8 , the same atom cam be involved in both low and high temperature Einstein modes. Vibrations of atoms (or molecular unit) described by a low Einstein temperature often control/determine the lattice properties. In other systems there are deviations from the T-dependence expected for either the Einstein or correlated Debye models -such as a small increase in σ 2 at low temperatures for the Ru-Ru pair in PrRu 4 Sb 12 which has a metal/insulator transition near 60K, or a very sharp step in σ 2 (T) observed in the bilayer colossal magnetoresistance system La 2−2x Sr 1+2x Mn 2 O 7 at the ferromagnetic transition. We discuss broadening of the PDF in more complex systems, show some simulations and then present several recent examples.
INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of any crystalline system is the disorder of the local atomic arrangement about an atom in the unit cell -it may be static or produced dynamically via thermal phonons, the presence of hopping polarons, or some other interaction. Such local distortions are often related to many of the observed macroscopic properties of the system such as specific heat, thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, and in some cases electrical conductivity and magnetism. In simple systems (examples include simple metals (Cu, Ag), alkali halides (KBr), zinc-blende semiconductors (GaAs, PbTe), etc.) which contain only a few atoms in the unit cell, the thermally induced disorder is usually well described by either an Einstein model (simplest) or a correlated Debye model (more correct). These are well known text-book cases [1, 2] and have been used extensively for several decades. For such systems there is one characteristic parameter for thermal vibrations -the Einstein temperature Θ E or the correlated Debye temperature Θ cD .
For more complex systems containing many atoms in the unit cell, the situation is quite different -there are still only three acoustic modes but there can be a large number of optical modes. In addition, different parts of the unit cell may respond quite differently to thermal excitation. Some parts of the unit cell may be quite stiff and well described by a correlated Debye model, while other atoms are connected to the lattice via weak springs; their vibrations are better described by an Einstein model with a low Θ E . A further complication arises for systems built up from relatively stiff molecular units -dumbbells AB 2 , tetrahedra AB 4 , octahedra AB 6 etc. Such polyhedral units are often formed of a metal A=M and oxygen B=O -e.g. a WO 4 tetrahedra [3] , but in some systems such as the pyrochlores the tetrahedra are formed of metal atoms [4] . In these systems the molecular units (dumbbells, polyhedra) are linked at corners or edges, such that a molecular unit can also act like a giant atom. Phonon modes that involve some flexing about the corners and rotations/translations of the polyatomic units can have much lower characteristic frequencies.
In this paper we discuss models used for broadening and apply them to more complex systems and situations where there are several contributions to the broadening. We also present a few simulations to show some interesting features.
MODELS AND SIMULATIONS
The simplest model used for describing thermal vibrations is the Einstein model [1] ; it assumes that all oscillators have the same vibration frequency. Consequently it is a rather crude model for acoustic phonons but a reasonable model for optical phonons with little dispersion. To have nearly the same vibration frequency the atom pairs under consideration must be loosely coupled to other equivalent atom pairs. This applies to "local modes" systems; one example would be a lattice that forms a cage such as the skutterudites. An atom inside the cage, called a "rattler" atom, is loosely coupled to the rest of the lattice and to other equivalent atoms in other cages. A similar situation may arise for molecular units -for example the atomic vibrations within one tetrahedral unit may be decoupled from similar vibrations within another nearby tetrahedral unit and therefore be well described by an Einstein mode. For such situations we use the following equation for σ 2 Einstein :
where Θ E is the Einstein temperature, k B is Boltzmann's constant, and M R is a reduced mass. For simple pair of atoms, M R is the usual reduced mass but more complex situations require additional considerations. In the case of a "rattler" atom loosely bound inside a cage of strongly coupled atoms, the assumption is often made that the cage is extremely stiff. In that case M R is just the mass of the rattler atom alone. Such cages, however, are not completely stiff and this approximation yields an overestimation of M R . In principle one might fit the σ 2 (T) data using three parameters, Θ E , M R and a static off-set, σ 2 static , but in many cases the data are not good enough to support a three parameter fit.
An even more complicated situation arises for the case of linked polyhedral units. Here a group of polyhedra can rotate and translate slightly and it may not be obvious what M R is, or perhaps even what masses are involved -M R is likely larger than one polyhedra mass.
For acoustic phonon modes, a better description of the thermal vibrations is provided by the correlated Debye model [1, 2, 5] given by Equ. 2:
where C i j is a correlation function given by 1-sin(ωr i j /c)/(ωr i j /c). This equation applies to any system of atoms which are strongly coupled, including the framework atoms in the skutterudites and the Ga/Ge atoms that form the two cage structures in clathrates such as Eu 8 Ga 16 Ge 30 .
Additional broadening can occur in several ways: the presence of static distortion, a split (unresolved) pair of peaks, disorder produced by some other interaction such as occurs when polarons are present, etc. When the various broadening mechanisms are uncorrelated, the total broadening σ 2 T is given by
For many complex unit cells one finds two or more characteristic temperatures, or a non-monotonic increase in the slope of σ 2 , depending on the structure and the atom sites probed. This will be addressed further in the examples.
A split peak can often simulate static disorder, particularly when the FT range is not long enough to unambiguously resolve the two peaks. Teo [1] has discussed various split peaks and shown that for two equal peaks, σ 2 e f f ∼ (∆r/2) 2 . However this approximation starts to break down at fairly low splittings (∆r/2 ∼ 0.05Å); even for this splitting the apparent "static" off-set obtained in a fit is larger than this estimate. If ∆r/2 is increased to 0.1Å, the discrepancy becomes much larger. To show this graphically we have carried out a simple simulation. Using FEFF we first generated two equal amplitude Mn-O peaks , split by various values of ∆r; r = (1.93 ± ∆r)Å. Then using the correlated Debye model (Θ cD =500K) we broadened the two peaks from 3-1000K and added them together to make simulated data. Note that in broadening these peaks we used the full integral representation for kχ(k) as given in Equ. 4:
where g i (r 0i ,r) is the pair distribution function (we use a Gaussian function here) for atoms at r 0i , δ c,i (k) and δ b,i (k) are the phase shifts of the central and backscattered photoelectron waves respectively, F i (k,r i ) is the backscattering amplitude (it includes the mean free path), and A i includes the number of neighbors N i and the S 2 0 correction factor. The simple approximation for a Gaussian PDF (Equ. 5) The simulated data were then fit to a single peak (amplitude and E 0 held fixed) to extract σ 2 (T) [fit ranges: r-range, 0.8-1.8Å; 3 different k-ranges were used, 3-9, 3-11, and 3-16 Å −1 , but variations in σ 2 (T) were not significant]. These results are plotted in Fig. 1 :top and compared (dotted lines) with the assumption that the effective static contribution is given by σ 2 static = (∆r/2) 2 [1] . Surprisingly, although the effective static offset becomes much larger than (∆r/2) 2 for large splittings, Θ cD extracted from the σ 2 (T) data is very close (within 1%) to static . The effect of the split peak is nearly identical to a distribution of static distortions, but σ 2 static > (∆r/2) 2 . Shifts of the unsplit values of σ 2 (T) (bottom curve) with σ 2 static = (∆r/2) 2 are shown by the dotted lines for each case and are below the solid lines. Bottom: Similar example when a splitting develops below 100K; circles -splitting at 3K = 0.1Å, squares -splitting at 3K = 0.05Å. Inset: Shows σ 2 (T) for data generated using Equ 4 and Equ. 5 (lower curve).
the value 500K, used to generate the simulation; the correlated Debye model plus a static off-set fits the σ 2 (T) results very well. Thus for a limited FT range one cannot differentiate between a split peak (constant splitting) and a random static distribution. Consequently any value of σ 2 static obtained in a fit is at most an upper estimate of any possible peak splitting. However, one does obtain a good estimation of Θ cD for either case.
An interesting variation occurs when a small splitting develops at a subtle phase transition which occurs at a temperature T s -either two inequivalent sites develop because of a slight change in symmetry or an atom moves Einstein fit to Ru-Ce (Θ E =127K) FIGURE 2. σ 2 (T) for Ru-P and Ru-Ce in CeRu 4 P 12 from ref. [6] . The nearest neighbor Ru-P pair for the frame work has a high Θ cD ; the Ru-Ce pair and also the Ce-P pair (from CeKedge data) have a low Θ E , 125-127K, and a small static off-set. Here Ce is a localized low-frequency oscillator.
slightly off-center etc. To simulate this case we again used Θ cD =500K; above T s =100K, we used a single peak broadened using the correlated Debye model, while below 100K, the peak is split into two equal amplitude peaks. The splitting increases over a range in T below T s , with a final splitting of either 0.1 or 0.05Å at low T. We then fit this data set to a single peak as before; the results are shown in Fig. 1 :bottom. Here σ 2 (T) increases below the transition at 100K, which is inconsistent with either an Einstein or correlated Debye model. It is clear that if one uses the high T data to define the correlated Debye curve, very small deviations can easily be observed at low T. However many data points at different temperatures may be needed to observe it clearly, and the data must be highly reproducible. How small a splitting can be observed depends on the zero-point motion contribution of the pair of atoms. If σ 2 zero−point is much lower (larger Θ cD or a heavier atom pair) a small splitting is more easily resolved.
EXAMPLES
The first examples are for systems that form cage structures, occupied by a "rattler" atom, as found in thermoelectric materials such as the skutterudites [6] . For these systems the material has two well defined characteristic temperatures Θ E and Θ cD . One example is shown in Fig.  2 for CeRu 4 P 12 . Here the Ce atom is the rattler atom, inside a cage formed of Ru and P atoms. The Ru,P framework is very stiff with a correlated Debye temperature of ∼ 700K. In contrast, the Ce atom is loosely bound inside the cage, and has Θ E ∼ 125-127K [6] , from either the Ce EXAFS or the Ru EXAFS. To a first approximation the cage is stiff enough that the reduced mass M R can be ap- FIGURE 3. σ 2 (T) for the Ru-Ru peak in PrRu 4 P 12 . Assuming a single Ru site it shows an anomaly near 60K where a M/I transition occurs. Using a split peak below 60K yields a much better Debye curve and indicates a small splitting of the Ru-Ru pairs. From ref. [7] . proximated using the Ce atomic mass [6] . In addition Fig.  2 also shows that σ 2 (20K) for the Ru-Ce pair is small; from the Ce K-edge, σ 2 static = 0.0012Å 2 ; consequently Ce (and several other rattler atoms) are not off-center in these systems.
A similar behavior is found for clathrates [8] such as Eu 8 Ga 16 Ge 30 or Sr 8 Ga 16 Ge 30 ; here Ga/Ge form a framework with two types of cages, termed site 1 and site 2. For the framework atoms, Θ cD is ∼ 400K from either Ga or Ge EXAFS. In contrast the Einstein modes for Eu and Sr are 80-100K for the site 1 cage [8] . For the site 2 cage, Eu (and Sr) moves off-center -consequently there should be more than one local vibration mode. EXAFS is most sensitive to the compression modes for Eu2-Ga/Ge, and for this local mode, Θ E ∼ 95K. For both these cases the two vibration modes are nearly independent -the Ga/Ge atoms are involved primarily in the acoustic modes . In contrast, the coupling between rattler atoms (Ce, Eu etc.) is weak and each rattler vibrates nearly independently. For the thermoelectric applications, this leads to a very low thermal conductivity in a crystalline material.
The next example is the skutterudite PrRu 4 P 12 ; it undergoes a metal/insulator transition near 60K (metallic above 60K) [9] . In this material, the temperature dependence of σ 2 (T) is well described by either an Ein- stein (for Pr-P) or a correlated Debye mode for the Ru-P pair [7] . However σ 2 (T) for the Ru-Ru pair (See Fig.  3 :top, squares) shows an anomaly at low T similar to the simulation in Fig. 1 -σ 
2
(T) increases slightly below 60K suggesting a splitting of the Ru-Ru distances. The splitting is too small to be resolved for a single scan at low T; however if one assumes a split peak below 60K and requires that the resulting σ 2 (T) plot agrees with a correlated Debye model (open triangles) then one obtains a clear and reproducible splitting as shown in Fig. 3 [7] . The splitting is small but agrees with recent diffraction data [10] The crystal structure changes slightly (Im3 to Pm3) and there are two Ru sites.
The next example uses ZrW 2 O 8 to illustrate the case of linked molecular units. In this system WO 4 tetrahedra are corner linked to ZrO 6 octahedra. In Fig. 4 σ 2 (T) is shown for the W and Zr atoms for several neighbors [3] . The WO 4 units are unusually rigid (Raman compression modes ∼ 1500K [11] ), and σ 2 (T) for W-O is very small and nearly independent of T. In contrast, the motions of neighboring tetrahedra (i.e. W-W pairs) are characterized by a low frequency Einstein mode ∼ 45K [3] consistent with low energy Einstein modes from specific heat [12] . For this system, the motions of W-O from one tetrahedra to another are very weakly coupled and the vibrations can be described by an Einstein model. We therefore have W involved in relatively large amplitude motions of the WO 4 units, yet very small relative vibrations of the W-O pairs. Consequently, the W and O motions are very highly correlated --a correlated Einstein mode. A similar but less extreme situation also occurs for the ZrO 6 octahedra; σ 2 (T) has a weak T dependence for Zr-O, but a strong T dependence for Zr-Zr. Another system which exhibits similar behavior is the high T c system HgBa 2 CuO 4 [13] ; here a HgO 2 dumbbell acts like a molecular unit.
The final example (See Fig. 5 ) is for a bilayer manganite (La 1.2 Sr 1.8 Mn 2 O 7 ) which exhibits colossal magnetoresistance near T c = 120K. Here σ 2 (T) does not follow either an Einstein or Correlated Debye model and the slope d(σ 2 )/dT decreases at the ferromagnetic transition temperature T c [14] . Also note how steep the change in σ 2 is between 110 and 125K -small T steps (3K) were needed to investigate this behavior, which is attributed to the formation of polarons over this narrow T range. For this material one has a combination of a distortion attributed to polarons (the step) and an acoustic phonon contribution, plus perhaps a small static contribution. Again a full T-dependence is needed to separate the different contributions.
CONCLUSIONS
The temperature dependence of σ 2 provides a unique window into the dynamics of the atom motions -and the macroscopic properties which they determine. In complex systems one often has two or more characteristic temperatures -Θ E or Θ cD ; the vibration modes corresponding to one of these temperatures may only include some of the atoms in the unit cell. Often there are interesting correlation effects -the same atom can be involved in a large amplitude low energy mode and a very small amplitude high energy mode at the same time. EXAFS is particularly useful in probing such correlated motions, and in separating out the contributions to σ 2 from different broadening mechanisms.
